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WE CAME FROM A PANDEMIC:  GET UP AND WALK!

Good afternoon, good morning, good evening - depending on where you are - to all the people from different
continents and countries who have registered to participate in this International On-line Congress, which we
are starting today. Thank you very much for your interest and support for our Congress.

For more than two years we have been suffering from a pandemic that  has kept  the world's population
confined or on permanent alert through different waves, has caused more than 250 million people to become
infected, has caused the death of more than 12 million human beings and has had very negative economic
and social consequences for humanity, especially for the most disadvantaged people and groups.

But  we cannot stop at  cold figures.  Behind them are frustrated human lives,  truncated projects,  broken
experiences of love, destroyed families who have suffered such irreparable losses with an undeserved end for
those who dedicated their lives to working for a more just, eco-human and fraternally-sisterly world.

Covid-19 has not affected everyone equally and with the same intensity. It has been, and continues to be
today, much more aggressive towards the most vulnerable continents, human groups and social classes of the
world's population,  where the wounds it  has left  are deeper and more difficult  to heal  because they are
structural, and it has widened the gaps of inequality and discrimination in all areas and of all kinds: gender,
ethnicity,  culture, class, sexual identity.  An inequality that,  as the recent Oxfam report says,  kills and is
confirmed by the title of the book by sociologist Göran Therborn: La desigualdad mata (Inequality Kills)
(Alianza Editorial, Madrid, 2022).

What covid-19 has revealed is, on the one hand, the vulnerability of human beings and the fragility of the
world,  and on the other,  the  failure  of  the  neoliberal  model  which,  during the pandemic,  has  practised
necropolitics, in the words of Achille Mbembe, and the throwaway culture, in the language of Pope Francis.
In the words of the prestigious social scientist Boaventura de Sousa Santos, "in a cruel way, the coronavirus
opened the veins of the world, to paraphrase Eduardo Galeano's beautiful expression. It allowed us to see the
entrails  of  many  monstrosities  that  inhabit  our  daily  lives  and  seduce  us  with  the  disguises  that,  so
commonplace, we assume as normality". At the same time, it has been possible to "get to know community
resistance,  initiatives  as  creative  as  they are  indignant  to  alleviate  suffering" (Boaventura  de  (2)  Sosua
Santos,  El futuro comienza ahora. De la pandemia a la utopía, Akal, Madrid, 2021, pp. 6). (The Future
begins now. From the pandemic to Utopia)

The pandemic," Boaventura continues, "showed, with clarity never before seen, the worst of the world we
have lived in since the sixteenth century: the death drive that modern domination unleashed with impunity on
the  world  of  humans  and  non-humans  not  subject  to  it.  But...  it  also  showed what  is  most  exalted  in
humanity:  the  solidarity of  so many as  they risked their  lives  to  save the most  vulnerable  or  the  most
afflicted, who comforted and cared for each other" (ibid., p. 8).

To this must be added the Russia-Ukraine-NATO war, destroying thousands of human lives, causing the
displacement of millions of human beings in precarious conditions, with a nuclear threat, the energy crisis
and other unforeseeable consequences for humanity as a whole.

The 41st Online Theology Congress will be devoted to the theme of the pandemic, its consequences, the
post-pandemic and the necessary responses to turn the course of humanity in the direction of a more just
world, one of solidarity and one that overcomes the inequality gaps, from 9 to 19 September. It  will be
presented by Víctor Codina, a Catalan theologian who lived 36 years in Bolivia, based on his experience as a
victim of Covid. The response to the pandemic, he says, cannot be personal, social and religious paralysis,
nor a return to the old normality, but active resistance in a liberating perspective and the construction of a
different, just and supportive world.

Maite Muñoz, clinical psychologist and psychoanalyst, will then analyse "The virus that paralysed our lives:
its  intrusion  and  its  effects"  from a  psychological  perspective,  showing  how the  pain,  uncertainty and



awareness  of  our  own limits  generated  by the pandemic  lead us  to  rethink and live  our  lifestyles,  our
relationships, the organisation of our societies and the meaning we give to our existence in a different way.
Victoria Camps will  reflect on "The emerging value of care" as an ethical  response to the situations of
precariousness caused by the pandemic and its consequences in the post-pandemic. Care, which has been a
duty assigned to women as a burden and has been placed in the private sphere, "is a universal duty accessible
to all who fairly request it" and "cannot be seen only as a private responsibility". Care is a value inseparable
from justice. The two are complementary values, even if care is "beyond justice"Victoria Camps, Tiempos de
cuidados. Otra forma de estar en el mundo, Arpa, Barcelona, 2021, 76, 78. (Time for Caring. Another way to
be present in the world)

This will be followed by the theological reflection. Jesús Peláez, professor at the University of Cordoba, will
focus on the attitude of "Resistance of Jesus of Nazareth in the face of the powers" and his option for the
ethics of com-passion with the victims and care for the life of all human beings and nature as a fundamental
option. Jesus lived with people who were especially vulnerable and in need of care at all levels and died
victims of all  powers:  religious, political,  economic,  patriarchal.  From (3) such a location invites to the
creation of an alternative society in which service, care, and not power, is the fundamental pillar of eco-
human coexistence and politics.

Leonardo Boff,  liberation theologian from Brazil,  will  do so with a reflection on "Towards a Samaritan
Church and a caretaker of Nature" from a bio-eco-theological perspective. He will analyse the confrontation
between two civilising paradigms: that of the lord and master of nature and that of the brother and sister, i.e.
that  of  universal  fraternity and social love,  proposed by Pope Francis in his encyclical Fratelli  tutti  and
advocated by Boff.

We will conclude with the reading of the Message, which will propose some lines of action to be followed in 
the response to the pandemic and post-pandemic.

The Congress wants to be on the side of the victims, as Santiago Agrelo, Archbishop Emeritus of Tangiers,
puts it: "What interests me about this pandemic (and we would add: about the Russia-Ukraine-NATO war
and other  pandemics):  it  is  the victims.  In  fact,  for  the  Church,  and I  mean the Christian communities
scattered all over the world, it will be a challenge because we will have to be with the victims of the greater
poverty that will follow the virus".


